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Chapter 29 Guided Notes 

 

Today’s Issue’s: 

 East Asia 

 
 

 

 

 
The issues facing East Asian nations include earthquakes, economic recessions, growing populations, and rapidly changing 
societies. 

Section 1: The Ring of Fire 
 Because of its location, Japan has faced disastrous earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and tsunamis. 

 

Physical Forces in the Ring of Fire 
 Shifting Plates 

 Many Japanese cities are threatened by __________________________________ 

o Japan is on the Ring of Fire—_____________________________________________________________________ 

 Subduction—____________________________________________________________________________ 

 In East Asia, Pacific oceanic plate meets Eurasian continental plate 

o stress builds where plates meet; __________________________________________________________________ 

The Geology of Japan 

 Volcanoes 

 Volcanoes ____________________________________________________________________ 

 Since first records, at least 60 Japanese volcanoes have been active 

o best-known Japanese landform, ___________________________________________________________________ 

 Earthquakes and Tsunamis 

 An average of ________________________________________ occur in Japan each year 

 ____________________________________ earthquakes move ocean floor; can create tsunami 

o Tsunami - ______________________________________________________________that can reach over 100 feet 

Preparing for Disasters 

 Problems 

 _______________________________________won’t withstand earthquakes as well as newer ones 

 Underground gas lines are _______________________________________________in an earthquake 

 Crowded blocks and narrow streets _____________________________________________________ 

 Solutions 

 Japan has strict ____________________________________________________ 

o engineers study how different buildings withstand quakes 

o studies affect codes governing construction materials, techniques 

 Schoolchildren have ________________________________________________________with firemen  



 

Section 2: Trade and Prosperity 
 East Asian economies became global powerhouses in the 1970s and 1980s. 

 The decline of Asian economies in the 1990s created a crisis that spread around the globe. 

 Industrialization and Globalization 

 After WWII, nations industrialize, East-West trade increases 

o “______________________________________,” “_________________________________” labels are common in West 

 Regional economies merge, global economy develops 

o global economy—___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Japan imports resources, exports manufactured goods worldwide 

 East Asian nations ___________________________________________________to become manufacturing powers 

Powerful Economies of East Asia 

 Zone of Prosperity 

 Economically powerful nations in Pacific Rim zone of prosperity 

o called the ______________________Triangle—_____________________________________________________ 

 But by mid-1990s these economies are having problems 

 Economic Problems Arise 

 Asian economies run on ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 1995 report from UNICEF (_________________________________________________________________) 

o _________________________________________________________work in factories, beg on streets 

 Bank, business bankruptcies in mid-1990s panic foreign investors 

o they sell Asian stocks; riots occur; governments topple 

 Japan enters recession—__________________________________________________________________ 

 The Promise of Reform 

 Crisis shows East Asia that serious reform is needed 

o increased wages for adult workers 

o ban on child-labor, forced-labor practices 

 Reform also requires an end to using ________________________________ 

o Places where people work long hours in poor conditions for pennies 


